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Novel, 1901 about 243,000 words Translations compared ⟩ ⟨ to the first and last lines in two English translations: Lowe-Porter A-a-what comes next? yes, yes, what's dickense going to do next? C'est la question, ma très chère demoiselle! Consul Buddenbrook shot a look at her husband and came to the rescue of his young daughter. She sat with her mother-
in-old mother-in-old on a straight white enameled sofa with yellow pillows and a gilded lion's head on top. The consul sat next to her in his chair, and the child sat on his grandfather's knee in the window. Tony, exhorted consul frau, I believe that God—But now Sesemi Weichbrodt has risen, as tall as ever, standing on the tip, knocking on the table; the cap
shook on her old head. That's right! she said with all her might; and looked at them all with a challenge in his eyes. She stood there, a winner in a good fight that had led all her life against the attacks of reason: hump-backed, small, trembling with the power of her convictions, little prophetesses, admonishments and inspirations. Woods What does it mean -
What - it means ... Well. now, two get it, c'est la question, ma très chère demoiselle! Mrs Buddenbrook sat next to her mother-in-only mother-in-old on the sofa with clean lines accentuated by white enamel and a golden lion's head, pillows upholstered in light yellow; first she looked at her husband, the consul, who was sitting in the chair next to her, and then
she came to save her young daughter, who was sitting on her grandfather's knee by the window. But then Sesami Weichbrodt rose to the table as high as she could. She stood on her toes, stretched out her neck, knocked on the table— and the hood trembled on her head. That's right! she said with all her might and dared them with her eyes. There she
stood, victorious in a good fight that she had led all her life against the onslaught of reason. There she stood, with a hunch supported and tiny, trembling with certainty—an inspired, suing little prophet. COMMENTS | TRANSLATIONS Buddenbrooks get an upgrade The first edition of HT Lowe-Porter held exclusive rights to translate Mann's main works for fifty
years. Yet they couldn't have been so bad, because it was Lowe-Porter's translations that brought the recognition of Mann as a literary giant to the English-speaking world. Many readers are credited with valuing books such as Buddenbrooks, Magic Mountain and Dr. Faustus lowe-Porter—and many still prefer her version over other translators'. In fact, Lowe-
Porter collaborated with Mann on English translations of his books for thirty years. Buddenbrooks was their first project. When it was released in 1924, it received mixed reviews, but as Mann became popular thanks to Lowe-Porter's translations of his other works, it was picked up and republished in a fixed stare Modern library and in paper back as vintage
edition. For many years it was ubiquitous. Lowe-Porter famously had trouble rendering German dialects and tended to smooth the speech into bland English, or even skip unpleasant passages altogether. She also censored some crudeer references to the text (though there isn't much crudity in Buddenbrooks to begin with). However, no one dared attempt
another translation of Buddenbrooks until John E. Woods took it up seven decades after the Lowe-Porter version. His 1993 publication was immediately praised as more accurate, clearer and more clearly written. She replaced the Lowe-Porter version so thoroughly that it's hard to find an older translation. Some copies listed online as if lowe-porter are
actually Woods editions. Public libraries may be the best solution for finding a previous edition. Berlin-dwelling Woods is particularly good with dialogue, compared to Lowe-Porter. In Buddenbrooks, however, I find his attempts to make the German speech relevant to english-speaking audiences uncomfortable at times. For example, a character who works as
a servant can use ain't. Tony Buddenbrook's second husband Alois Permaneder, an unsophisticated character from Munich, speaks like an American country jerk with his durns and l'ils and sho'nuffs. But that's probably closer to what Mann was trying to get through in his characterization. The reader gets a rawer, less refined, and at times more humorous
vision of the life and decline of the Buddenbrook family. It remains to be seen that Woods borrowed quite a bit from the first take of Lowe-Porter and he must use it as a guide. Think of its translation not as a wholesale revision, but as an upgrade for the Lowe-Porter version, filling in the gaps, fixing bugs and adding a few creative ideas of its own. — ERIC
COMMENTARY | Translations by Buddenbrooks. Verfall einer Familie; Buddenbrooks. The Decline of the Family (1901) Thomas Mann's first novel depicts the decline of a patrician business family in 19th-century Lübeck. The action of the novel ranges from 1835 to 1877, and describes four generations of the same family. The novel was published in 1901,
when Mann was only twenty-five; In 1929, Mann won the Nobel Prize. The novel is semi-autobiographical and partly draws on the history of Mann's own family. Of the three central buddenbrook siblings, Thomas is partly based on Mann's own father, Christian on his uncle Friedrich Wilhelm, and Tony on his aunt Elisabeth. At the same time, the tension
between Thomas and Christian derives much of his strength from Thomas's rivalry with his older brother Heinrich Mann. The novel is about 19th-century realism. He owes a lot to Nietzsche and Paul Bourget. The novel also contributes to cultural pessimism, which was widespread in Germany around 1900, which can be seen as a response to germany's
rapid industrialization after unification in 1871. The most important cultural pessimists around 1900 were Julius Langbehn and Max Nordau. Buddenbrooks collaborates with the philosophers who inspired these writers, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. For both of these philosophers, the idea of historical progress is an illusion, and the only real reality is
willpower. One of the highlights of the novel is towards the end of the tenth part, when Thomas Buddenbrook reads part of Schopenhauer's Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung; The World as Will and Representation (1819). Buddenbrooks, published at the turn of the century, marks a crossroads where a realistic story acquires a powerful reflective dimension. It
is possible to draw a parallel between the decline of Buddenbrooks and the decline of the Hanseatic city of Lübeck. At the end of the 19th century, it was the First World But despite the novel's reference to historical events, the novel means the existence of a basic, timeless, mythical dimension (on this mythological dimension of the novel, see reading the list
below, by Richard Sheppard). For example, the fate of Buddenbrooks repeats that of the previous owners of their home, ratenkamps, who gradually lost their competitive advantage. Any attempt to offer a monochausal explanation for buddenbrooks' decline is therefore very problematic. Their decline could be interpreted as an inability to adapt to changing
external, historical circumstances; however, this could also be understood from the point of view of the internal crisis, which is linked to psychological and biological factors. Successive generations of Buddenbrooks are weaker, more indecisive, and more prone to aesthetics. The last of Buddenbrook's men, Hanna, spends his failing energy by playing
Wagnerian variations on the piano. Is this a mirror of broader socio-historical trends, or are Buddenbrooks simply exhausted by power, doomed to repeat the final stages of the natural cycle? This tension between historical and ahistorical interpretations of the novel takes place in critical debates about the rivalry between the Buddenbrooks and the
Hagenströms. The Marxist critic Georg Lukács interpreted both families as a symbol of the historical transition from bourgeois to bourgeois, from old-fashioned paternalism to ruthless, anonymous modern capitalism. According to this interpretation, the Buddenbrooks cannot adapt to hagenström's new way of doing business, which relies on loans and high-
risk, ruthless speculation. Martin Swales accepts this interpretation but modifies it, pointing out that the two families have much in common, and that the differences between them may be more a matter of perception than anything else (see reading list Martin Swales, Buddenbrooks: Family Life as a Mirror of Social Change (1991), p. 93). Buddenbrooks is a
thrilling rendition of a declining family. The morality and ideas it displays may seem outdated today. Even so, much of the novel is still instantly recognizable and compelling, and that's because family is a social institution that continues to define the lives of most people. The first part opens in October 1835: The Buddenbrooks host a big dinner at their new
home in Mengstraße. Old Johann's estranged first son, Gotthold, writes, demanding his share of the family fortune. In the second part are presented Hagenströms (rival family); Madame Antoinette Buddenbrook quits, closely followed by her husband old Johann; Tony goes to Therese (Sesemi) Weichbrodt retirement, where he befriends Gerda Arnoldsen
and Armgard von Schilling.In part three, Bendix Grünlich comes and courts Tony or rather, he courts her parents. In Travemünde, Tony meets Morten Schwarzkopf, but she renounces him and marries Grünlich. Thomas renounces Anna, the saleswoman he loves. In part four, Tony gives birth to Eric; the revolution of 1848 reached Lübeck; Grünlich is
bankrupt and Tony divorces him; Consul Johann (Jean) dies of a stroke. In the fifth part, Uncle Gotthold dies; Christian returns home from Valparaiso and becomes a 'suitor'; Clara marries Sievert Tiburtius and Thomas marries Gerd Arnoldsen.In part six, Christian embarrasses Thomas, says that entrepreneurs are frauds; Christian does business in
Hamburg; Tony marries Permaneder; Tony is getting a Permaneder.In part seven, Hanno is baptized; Christian's business is made up, and Thomas blames him for his relationship with Aline Puvogel; Thomas becomes a senator and moves to his new home in Fischergrube; Clara dies, and Thomas is furious because his mother gives Clara his inheritance to
Tiburti; The Austro-1866.In in part eight, Erika marries Hugo Weinschenk; Hanno suffers from night-time nightmares; Thomas decides to speculate on the Pöppenrade harvest; the company's centenary celebrations are disturbed by the news that the Pöppenrade harvest has been destroyed. Weinschenk is sent to prison. In part nine, Konsulin Elisabeth dies
of pneumonia; The next day, there's a terrible fight between Thomas and Christian. the house in Mengstraße is sold to Hermann Hagenström; Hagenström moves in and Tony cries. In the tenth part, Hanno plays with Kai and enjoys a holiday by the sea; Weinschenk is released from prison and disappears; Thomas became an actor, a shadow of his former
self; suspects Gerda of having an affair with Leutnant von Throta; Thomas reads Schopenhauer and dies soon after. In part Eleven, in 1876, Gerda sells a house in Fischergrube and moves to a small villa with Hanno; Christian marries Aline and is determined to go mad; Hanno's having a long day at school. The novel ends in the autumn of 1877: Hanno dies
of typhoid and is survived svobodných žen. Sesemi Weichbrodt, komický trpaslík, přináší konečné potvrzení. Další čtení v angličtiněFermín Allende, 'Chudák Thomas Buddenbrook! Rodinný podnik v literatuře, Obchodní a ekonomické dějiny On-Line, vol. 7 (2009)Elizabeth Boa, Buddenbrooks: Buržoazní patriarchát a fin-de-siècle Eros, v Thomas Mann, ed.
Michael Minden (Londýn a New York: Longman, 1995), s. 125-42Elizabeth Boa, 'Mann, Buddenbrooks', v Památky v německém románu (1), ed. Peter Hutchinson, (Oxford a Bern: Peter Lang, 2007), s. 99-116Lilian R. Furst, 'Re-čtení Buddenbrooks' , Německý život a dopisy 44 (1991) , 317-29Lilian R. Furst, Objektivem readeru: Průzkumy evropského
vyprávění (New York: State University of New York Press, 1992), kapitola 10 o Buddenbrooks, pp. 149-62Peter Gay, 'Mutinous Patrician: Thomas Mann v Buddenbrooks', v Gay, Savage Odveta: Ponurý Dům, Madame Bovary, Buddenbrooks (New York a Londýn: Norton, 2002), s. 111-46Jocelyne Kolb, 'Thomas Mann překlad Wagnera do Buddenbrooks' ,
Germánský recenze 61 (1986), 146-53Todd Kontje, Thomas Mann's World : Empire, Race, and the Jewish Question (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2011)Todd Kontje, The Cambridge Introduction to Thomas Mann (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011) Wolf Lepenies, Between Literature and Science: The Rise of Sociology, trans. R. J.
Hollingdale [překlad Lepenies, dr Dieei Kulturen, 1985] (Cambridge: Cambridge , 1992), kapitola 13: Weberské motivy v díle Thomase Manna, s. 297-312Georg Lukács, Eseje o Thomasi Mannovi (Londýn : Merlin, 1964)Larry D. Nachman a Albert S. Braverman, 'Thomas Mann's Buddenbrooks: Bourgeois Society and the Inner Life', Germanic Review 45
(1970), 201-25Hugh Ridley, Thomas Mann: Buddenbrooks (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987)Hugh Ridley, Problematická buržoazní: Kritika dvacátého století na 'Budbrooks' Thomase Manna a 'Magic Mountain' , SC: Camden House, 1994)Judith Ryan, 'Buddenbrooks: mezi realismem a estetikou', v Cambridge Companion thomasmann , ed.
Ritchie Robertson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), s. 119-36Anna Katharina Schaffner, 'Richard von Krafft-Ebing's Psychopathia sexualis a Buddenbrooks Thomase Manna: Výměny mezi vědeckými a imaginárními účty sexuální deviance', Recenze moderního jazyka 106:2 (2011), 477-95Anna Katharina Schaffner, modernismus a perverze:
Sexuální deviance v sexuologii a literatuře , 1850-1930 (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011)Ernest Schonfield, 'Civilizace v jídelně: Table manners in Thomas Mann's Buddenbrooks' , in Un-civilizing Processes: Excess and Transgression in German Society and Culture, ed. by Mary Fulbrook, German Monitor 66 (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2007)Ernest
Schonfield, 'Thomas Mann's Buddenbrooks as Bestseller', ed. NY: Camden House, 2012), p. 95-112 Ernest Schonfield, Business Rhetoric in German Novels: From Buddenbrooks to Global Corporation (Rochester, NY: Camden House, 2018), Chapter 1, pp. 20-39: 'Managing Performances at Buddenbrooks by Thomas Mann, 1901'Richard Sheppard,
'Realism plus Mythology: Rethinking the Verfall Problem in Thomas Mann', Modern Language Review 89:4 (1994), 916-42Martin Swales, 'Symbolic Patterns or Realistic Abundance? Thomas Mann's Buddenbrooks and the European Novel, in English publications Goethe Society 60 (1991), 80-95Martin Swales, Buddenbrooks: Family Life as a Mirror of Social
Change (Boston: Twayne, 1991)Martin Swales, Subjectivity and Public Area, in Martin Swales, Study of German Prose Fiction in the Age of European Realism (Lewiston and Lampeter: Mellen, 1995), p. 99-115 Max Weber, Protestant Ethics and the Spirit of Capitalism [1904-05] , trans. Talcott Parsons (London and New York : Routledge, 2001)Ernst M. Wolf,
Hagenströms: The Rival Family in Thomas Mann's Buddenbrooks, German Studies Review 5 (1982), 35-55 Further reading in GermanyKen Moulden and Gero von Wilpert (eds.), Buddenbrooks-Handbuch (Stuttgart: Kröner, 1988)Max Weber, Die Protestantische Ethik, ed. Johannes Winckelmann, 2 vols (Munich: Siebenstern, 1968-69)There are several
family sags in German that bear comparison with Buddenbrooks :Bernhard von Brentano, Theodor Chindler (1936 , reprinted in 2014; der Nister [Pinchus Kahanovich], Di mischpoche Maschber (vol 1: 1939; vol 2: 1948. Yidish; about a Ukrainian-Jewish family. English translation: Mashber Family, 1987. German translation: Die Brüder Mashber. Das jiddische
Epic, 1990) Barbara Piazza, Die Frauen der Pasqualinis (2010; about a German-Italian family)Gabriele Reuter, Aus guter Familie (1895, about a German family from Thüringn. English translation: From a Good Family, trans. lynne tatlock, 1999)Eugen Ruge, In Zeiten des abnehmenden Lichts (2011; about an East German family. English translation: In Times
of Fading Light, trans. by Anthea Bell, 2013)Gabriele Tergit, Effingers (1951, reprint 1978; about German-Jewish family) family)
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